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1. TOTAL RUN LENGTH OF A WORD

1.1. Background. A run in a word is a periodic factor whose length is at least twice its period
and which cannot be extended to the left or right without increasing the period. For example, the
word ababaabaa contains the following runs: aa (twice), ababa, and abaabaa. In recent years a great
deal of work has been done on estimating the maximum number of runs that can occur in a word
of length n, and a number of associated problems have also been investigated. Recently, Glen and
Simpson [3] considered a new variation on the theme by introducing and studying the so-called
total run length (TRL) of a word, which is defined to be the sum of the lengths of the runs in the
word. For example, the word ababaabaa (given above) has total run length 2 · 2+ 5+ 7 = 16.

It is natural to wonder what is the maximum TRL over all words of length n. In this direction, it
has been shown [3] that, for all n,
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where t(n) denotes the maximum TRL over all words of length n. The quadratic upper bound is
probably far from best when n is large. From Table 1 below, we suspect that the maximum value
of t(n)/n

2 occurs when n = 2 and it would seem that lim
n!•

t(n)/n

2 exists, but we have not yet
been able to prove it.

TABLE 1. Values of t(n) for small n, assuming these values are attained by binary words.

n t(n) t(n)/n

2 Example
1 0 0 a

2 2 0.5 aa

3 3 0.333 aaa

4 4 0.250 aaaa

5 6 0.240 aabab

6 10 0.278 aabaab

7 12 0.245 aabaabb

8 16 0.250 aabbaabb

9 19 0.235 abaaabaab

10 29 0.290 aababaabab

11 32 0.264 abaababaaba

12 37 0.257 abaababaabab

13 42 0.249 ababbababbaba

14 47 0.240 aaabaabaaabaab

15 53 0.236 abaabababaababa

16 60 0.234 aabaababaabaabab

17 70 0.242 ababaabababaababa

18 73 0.225 aababaabababaababa

19 80 0.222 abaababaabaababaaba

20 85 0.212 abaababaabaababaabab

21 92 0.209 ababaababababaabababa

22 99 0.205 aababaababaaababaababa

We also do not know whether binary words are best, though this seems likely.
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Note that if a binary word is optimal with respect to TRL, then so is its reverse and its complement

(formed by interchanging the letters a and b). In most cases the binary words attaining the values
in Table 1 are unique up to reversal and complementation. Also note that, in many cases, binary
words having maximal TRL are palindromes.

1.2. Open Problems.

• Find a closed formula (or at least improve on the known bounds) for t(n).

• Find a characterisation or construction for (binary) words having maximum TRL.

2. RICH WORDS

2.1. Background. It is known [1] that any finite word w of length |w| contains at most |w|+ 1 dis-
tinct palindromes (including the empty word). Moreover, a word w contains exactly |w|+ 1 distinct
palindromes if and only if the longest palindromic suffix of any prefix p of w occurs exactly once
in p. Such words are “rich” in palindromes in the sense that they contain the maximum number of
different palindromic factors. Accordingly, we say that a finite word w is rich if it contains exactly
|w| + 1 distinct palindromes. Naturally, an infinite word is rich if all of its factors are rich. Rich
words were first introduced and studied in 2009 by Glen, Justin, Widmer, and Zamboni [2], and
since then there has been much work done on these words (sometimes called full words) by various
authors. However, there still remains many open questions concerning this class of words.

2.2. Open Problem. Of particular interest is the following unsolved problem.

• Find a closed formula (or an asymptotic estimate) for the number of rich words of length n

over a k-letter alphabet.
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